Abstract I review arguments demonstrating how the concept of "particle" numbers arises in the form of equidistant energy eigenvalues of coupled harmonic oscillators representing free fields. Their quantum numbers (numbers of nodes of the wave functions) can be interpreted as occupation numbers for objects with a formal mass (defined by the field equation) and spatial wave number ("momentum") characterizing classical field modes. A superposition of different oscillator eigenstates, all consisting of n modes having one node, while all others have none, defines a non-degenerate "n-particle wave function". Other discrete properties and phenomena (such as particle positions and "events") can be understood by means of the fast but continuous process of decoherence: the irreversible dislocalization of superpositions. Any wave-particle dualism thus becomes obsolete. The observation of individual outcomes of this decoherence process in measurements requires either a subsequent collapse of the wave function or a "branching observer" in accordance with the Schrödinger equationboth possibilities applying clearly after the decoherence process. Any probability interpretation of the wave function in terms of local elements of reality, such as particles or other classical concepts, would open a Pandora's box of paradoxes, as is illustrated by various misnomers that have become popular in quantum theory.
Introduction
The discreteness of Nature was the leitmotiv for the physics of the first third of the twentieth century. Atoms and molecules (particles, as it seemed) were confirmed to exist, while electromagnetic radiation was shown to consist of quanta (photons) that H.D. Zeh ( ) Universität Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany e-mail: zeh@uni-heidelberg.de may also exhibit particle-like effects. The atoms themselves were found to be made of nuclei and electrons as the carriers of discrete units of charge, and to exist in discrete energy states formed by these constituents-with transitions between them occurring as discrete "quantum jumps". The new theory got the name "quantum theory" precisely because Max Planck had used his phenomenologically discovered fundamental constant to define energy quanta for the electromagnetic field that were able to explain the observed spectral distribution of thermal radiation.
On the other hand, the basic principle of the later formulated quantum theory, the superposition principle, always requires a continuum. Its most familiar application, the superposition of classical configurations (such as the positions of n particles), gives rise to the concept of wave functions, which evolve continuously in time according to the Schrödinger equation until the system is "disturbed" by a measurement. Unfortunately, most textbooks start teaching quantum mechanics by following the early Schrödinger in extensively studying single-particle problems, thus giving the impression that the wave function was kind of a spatial field (see the remark concerning the "second quantization" in Sect. 2). So it may not be surprising that many scientists still believe that there is a wave function for each electron in an atom, or that the Dirac field equation was a relativistic generalization of the Schrödinger equation. According to Schrödinger's quantization procedure or the superposition principle, wave functions are defined on configuration space. This leads to the generic entanglement of all systems, which had for a long time been known to be essential in atomic physics, for example, but has in general not been taken seriously as a property of physical reality.
If the classical configurations to be superposed are the amplitudes of certain fields rather than particle positions, the wave function becomes an entangled wave functional for all of them. However, there are also quantum systems that can not be obtained by quantizing a classical system-for example spinor fields or certain "intrinsic" properties, such as "color".
In this formulation of quantum theory by means of wave functions, Planck's constant is not used primarily to define discrete quantities ("quanta"), but rather as a scaling parameter, required to replace canonical momenta and energies by wave lengths and frequencies, respectively,-just as time is replaced by length by means of the velocity of light in the theory of relativity. I will therefore simply drop it in the following by an appropriate choice of units. The corresponding "uncertainty relations" for classical quantities can then readily be understood by the Fourier theorem (see also Sect. 5), and discrete energies by the number of nodes required for their eigenstates to fulfill certain boundary conditions. The general quantum state, which is a solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, may be any superposition of these discrete states-thus recovering a continuum of possible states.
Any remaining discreteness can then enter the theory only by means of a deviation from the unitary Schrödinger evolution (such as by spontaneous "quantum jumps"), or by an added "interpretation" of the wave function-in particular in terms of independently presumed particle properties (positions and momenta) that would spontaneously assume definite values in measurements. Stochastic decay may be the most prominent example of a quantum event. However, the measurement process (including the registration of decay events) has successfully been analyzed in terms of the
